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ABSTRACT

A two-step alternating direction explicit method has been

proposed for the solution of the space- and time-dependent

diffusion theory reactor kinetics equations in two space dimen-

sions as a special case of the general class of alternating di-

rection implicit method and the truncation error of this method

has been estimated.

To test the validity of this method it has been applied to

the Pressurized Water Reactor and CANDU-PHW reactor which have

been operating and undercons true ting in Korea.

The calculation results have been obtained time dependent

neutron flux of the PWR reactor during control rod insertion and

time dependend neutronic power of CANDU-PHW reactor in the case

of postulated loss of coolant accident.

The results of the PWR reactor problem have been shown the

close agreement between implicit-difference method used in the

'TWIUL program and this method, and the results of the CANDU-PHW

reactor have been compared with the results of improved quasi-

static method and modal method.
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C h a p t e r 1

I n t r o d u c t i o n

1.1 Background

Reactor safety has been an important consideration from

the beginning of the development of nuclear reaetors.

Evaluation of reactor performance for design, optimization,

and safety purposes is generally based on an analysis of ability

of reactor core not only to operate in steady-state condition but

also to undergo a transient arising from some postulated change

in operating condition without sustaining unacceptable damage or,

in the case of safety analyses, leading to a catastrophic event.

Although the criteria used in defining initiating mechanisms and

acceptable damage vary considerably, depending on reactor type

and whether a routine performance or safety analysis is being

considered, an adequate prediction of transient neutron flux

level and distribution is essential to all such analyses. For

reactor transient analysis it must be solved the reactor kinetics

equation.

In the past few years, much effort has been devoted to developing

methods for solving the time-dependent multigroup neutron diffusion

equations in one or two spatial dimensions. This work has been
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motivated by at least three reasons. First, it is a mathematical

certainty that the solution of these equations for any reactor

subjected to a perturbation, which is not homogeneous over the

entire reactor, will exhibit a spatially nonunlform behavior.

Second, and more practically, the present generation of 600 MW(e)

and larger thermal reactors are so large that they can not be

analyzed by point kinetics equation. Finally, the inherently

more severe safety problems associated with large liquid-metal-

cooled fast breader reactors must be analyzed as exactingly as

possible.

In this thesis, it is presented in two-dimensional geometry

for reactor kinetics equation.

The time constants associated with the various phenomena

which affect the neutron flux distribution in space span many

order3 of magnitude. Those associated with the burnout of fissile

isotopes, build up of most fission products, and the production

of fissile isotopes from fertile isotopes are on the order of

weeks and months, uneven variations in the xenon concentration

in space and time can cause spatial power oscillations, with time

constants on the prder of several hours,

Sodium voiding, loss of coolant in thermal reactors, and

rapid control motions give rise to flux changes with associated
ê

time constants on the order of tens of microseconds to a few seconds.
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the most part, those phenomena which occur on a time scale

of hours or longer are adequately treated by quasi-static

techniques, where the time dependence is treated by a series of

static calculations. Of concern for this thesis it is method for

treating the more rapid flux variations, Where the transient of

interest extends over a few seconds at most. The time derivatives

cannot be ignored for these transients. These problems are also

of the most concern from the standpoint of accident analysis.

For reactivity accident analysis of a reactor core, it is needed

to develop more efficient and more accurate calculatlonal method

for solving the model equation.

1.2 Dissertation Objectives

It is assumed that the multigroup form of the time-dependent

diffusion equation is adequate to describe the spatial and energy

dependent neutron distribution in a reactor* This is generally

true for assemblies of the size of current power reactors.

A more exact mathematical treatment, such as using the time-

dependent transport equation, is usually necessary only

- 3 -



for more exotic problems. The main purpose of this dissertation

is to develop a adequate solution technique for calculating the

time-dependent reactor diffusion equation.

It depends on the reactor type which solution method is more

accurate. The calculation method must be proper computing time

which depend on the number of spatial mesh and size of time step.

The only linear form of the multigroup equation is treated in

this thesis. Changes in material properties in time are not coupled

to local or assembly-wide flux variations. Perturbations are

intended to simulate external factors such as control rod motion

or loss of coolant.

As shown later in this thesis, the equations are

finite-differenced on a fixed spatial mesh before they are solved.

When the fixed mesh has been specified, an error has been incurred

in computing the initial spatial flux distribution and largest

eigenvalue when these are compared to the solution of the differ-

ential form of the equations. This error is due to the finite

mesh spacing. It will be carried on into later time-dependent

results obtained from the finite-differenced form of the equations.

However, discussions of truncation error in the numerical

results shown in this thesis do not refer to this error.
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Chapter 2

Space- and Time-Dependent Neutron Diffusion Equations

2.1 The Space-Dependent Reactor Kinetics Equations

The multigroup diffusion equation for the time-dependent

neutron flux may be written as follows ,

and the delayad-neutron precursor density is given by

1 Ü < I , ( 2.2 )

where

g • index rmmber of the energy group

i • index number of the delayed neutron precursor group

* « scalar neutron flux in energy group g (neutrona/cm .sec)
ft '

C. « density of the i precursor (cm )

v * speed of the neutrons in the g group (cm/sec)

D « diffusion coefficient for neutrons in group g (cm)

• the fission spectrum yield in group g

• average number of neutrons per fission in group g
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- macroscopic fission cross section in group g

» macroscopic absorption cross section in group g

. s macroscopic scattering removal cross section from g'

to g

^v = decay constant of the i precursor (sec" )

v » energy spectrum of neutrons from the i precursor

v delayed group yield fraction

Equations (2.1) and (2.2) may be compacted into form,

where

plgl(?ft) +gl<t,t), (2.4)

-f „ si. JXS 'fie* = probability (sec"1 ) that the I t h

precursor will yield a neutron In

group g

fr*/^"/3 %X*/ï»iW= production factor (cm~ ), for the i

precursor.

Boundary conditions for Eqs (2.3) and (2.4) will be of the

homogeneous Neumann or Dirichlet type.

At internal interfaces, continuity of the flux and normal

component of neutron current, >H 'J)& 4» , will be required.

- 6 -



An initial flux distribution in energy and epaee must toe aped f led,

Equations (2.3) and (2.U) may be compacted Into the matrix

form,'

be defining the matrices

© c?, t) *

and

M ( r, t ) -

J

I 0
I
I

( 2.5 )

( 2.6» )

Vil
V2f2I

Voi

"At

( 2.6b )

This form of the equations will be used latar in diaeussing

varioue mathematical properties of solution techniques proposed
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in this thesis.

2.2 The Spatially Diaeretized Equations

Equations (2.3) and (2.4) are continuous in both spatial

and temporal variables. In order to discretlze the spatial

variables.a two-dimensional spatial mesh is shown schematically

in Fig. 1« We approximate the diffusion term

two-dimensional geometry using the finite difference methods,"

, - 2

- 2 D 4> + D „ , , « , , «1 (2.7)gtltk«g,l,k g,l,k-1 Tg,l,k-1J.

We number the fluxes at each mesh point in a linear manner,

as shown, and place them in a column matrix:

( 2.8
1

The difference operator is then represented by a five stripe

matrix, D , which couples the flux at each point to the four

neighboring points, as in Fig. 2.

The resulting equations for the neutron flux at all mesh

points for group g/wf» and the i precursor concentration at all

mesh points, C,, can be written as

- 8 -
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Cl < % <4 ) ( 2.9 )

and

T # contains terms representing intergroup transfer processes f

and F . represents the transfer of delayed neutrons into group g due

to decays in precursor group i.

Ajcontains the precursor decay constants, while

jZgj represents the production of delayed precursor i due to

fissions in group g'.

Equation (2.9) and (2.10) can be combined into the single matrix

equation,

Y (2.11)

The matrix Jl is square and of order N1C(G + I), where N is

the number of spatial mesh points.

Here, '^P'and Â  have been defined as
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ik

( 2. 12 )

and

T12 £1G

2*G

loi

«11

T

'-AA,

ha I fi

( 2.13 )

For later reference, several matrices are defined here ae

follows:
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o •

V

o I
o

A l . _ .
j-Ai

-AxJ

o

o
£ 1 0 ; £ 1 1 —

^ I -21

a 1

(2.14a)

(2.14b)

L —•

p p
-11 -12

P P-11 -12

2 I
o I

I
I

2 » G '

-. o (2.14c)
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and

T « A - ( D + L + Ü ) (2.14d)

Por any period of time, ££ « during which all terms - In _A are

constant, Eq (2.11) has the solution

where *̂ f t'°) are the initial conditions.

2.3 A Review of Solution Techniques.

Calculation methods used for solving the space-dependent

kinetic8 equation have been actively developed in recent years.

These activities range from the quest for more efficient

numerical integration schemes for the exact multigroup finite

difference kinetics equations to the quasi-static schemes for

updating the point-kinetics parameters at different times during

a transient calculation. Intermediate to these efforts is the

work on development of modal (synthesis) and nodal (coupled-core)

approximations for the spatial dependence of neutron flux.

a) Quasi-Static Method

- 13 -



5-9The fundamental asBvunptuon in the quasi-static method'

is that the flux vector can be separated into the product

of a shape function that 1B slowly varying with time,^( Y",t),

and a more rapidly varying amplitude function, T(t), as shown

below)

T(t) . . . (2.16)

The amplitude function is obtained as the solution to

the point kinetics equations, shape function is to be

recomputed at intervals throughout the transient.

The central idea in the quasistatic method is that a

low-order approximation with large integration time steps

can be used for calculation of 'VL/ (^T,t), whereas, a

high-order approximation with small integration time steps

is used for the calculation of T(t). The seperation indicated

by Eq. (2.16) should permit the use of larger time steps for

the calculation of *N/(|(T »t) than would be required for the

calculation ofVj^V.t). Thus, sinoe a very time-consuming

portion of any space-time transient calculation is the

spatial calculation at each time step, a reduction in the

computation time per transient should be obtained by using

Eq. (2.16), provided the additional computation time

required to satisfy the constraint equation are not significant.
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This reduction in computing time should be more evident

for transients in which the reactor power is changing

rapidly and the spatial flux shape is changing slowly.

b) Modal (Synthesis) Methods.

A variety of methods» having in common the expansion

of a part or all of spatial dependence in known functions

with undetermined expansion coefficients that depend upon

the remaining spatial variables(if any) and time, have

been developed in an attempt to obtain an economical, but

accurate, spatial approximation.

These methods have been variously labeled as modal-

expansion or synthesis methods. ~ The appropriate

equations are obtained by substituting the assumed expansion

for the flux in the space-and energy-dependent neutron and

precursor kinetics equations, weighting with a function that

depends on the same spatial variables as the expansion functions,

and integrating over those spatial variables. This is

repeated for as many different weighting functions as there

are expansion functions to obtain equations equal in number

to the unknown expansion coefficients*

- 15 -



An equivalent derivation, and identical equations,

results from the application of semidirect variational

technique*

The resulting approximate equations are either

ordinary (time) or partial(space and time) differential

equations, depending on whether all or part of the spatial

dependence, respectively, is' expanded* These equations

must then be numerically integrated, following a finite-

difference approximation to remaining space dependence.

Methods in which all the Bpatial dependence is

expanded, resulting in ordinary differential equations

for the time-dependent expansion coefficients, are known

as time-synthesis methods. Space-time synthesis is

the term used for those methods in which only part of

spatial dependence is expanded. Using a space-time

synthesis technique, flux solutions at 10-10 mesh points

over the period of interest in a transient can be obtained

17in reasonable amounts of computer time.

These synthesis techniques are characterised by a

lack of definitive error bounds, however.

c) Nodal (Coupled-core) Methods*

When a reactor can be readily visualized as consisting

- 16 -



of several cores» or regions, with a weak neutronic interaction,

it may be possible to adequately represent the kinetic behavior

by a system of coupled point reactor equations, one for each core.

The coupling should represent the neutronic interaction

among the cores, or regions.

Such a model is quite appropriate for an array of cores

embeded in a reflector or blanket in which the neutronic interaction

is not sufficient to significantly affect the flux distribution

within any core.

Subsequently the method has been applied to reactors consist-

ing of several large continuous regions.

However', the coupling parameters are generally evaluated with

some static flux distribution within each core, or region, and

these coupling parameters are assumed to remain constant during a

transient. This procedure is more appropriate for seperate cors,

within each of which the flux distribution is to a good approxima-

tion seperable in space and time, than to continuous regions of

large core, within each of which the flux distribution may change

appreciably during transient.
18

Avery developed the first coupled-core model within the

framework of energy dependent diffusion theory.

His equation are based on the interaction of the partial

fission sources in a given core caused by neutrons originating in

that and other cores.

- 17 -



A number of methods have been proposed to reduce the

computational effort for solution without loss of accuracy.

d) Numerical Integration

In contrast to discuss in the previons solution techniques,

which is the indirect method, another consiberable method is the

direct integration of the space-and energy-dependent neutron

kinetics equations.

For the most part, this work haB dealt with the situation

in which the spatial dependence has been represented by a finite-

difference diffusion theory approximation and the energy dependence

has been represented by a multigroup approximation.

The direct finite difference techniques are characterized

by fairly definitive error estimates.

Because of this property, they are extremely useful as numer-

ical standards against which the more approximate methods may be

compared.

As computational capabilities increase, direot methods also

beoome practical for routine production calculations in one and

two dimensions. In one dimension, the GAKIN and WIGLE

methods have been incorporated successfully into codes after with

they were named. GAKIN solves Eq. (2.11) by splitting A matrix

and using the diagonal part of it as an integrating factor to

integrate the equation.

- 18 -



The behavior of the dependent variables,'\l/% is appro-

ximated over each time step so that the integrals can be

evaluated. In two dimensions, the WIGLE method has been

26
extended into the code TWIGL7 This code is limited to

two neutron groups.

Praotically, a difficulty arises because even two-group,

two-dimensional fixed-source calculations must be done by

time-consuming iterative techniques» £ As more group are added, =r̂

time requirements increase rapidly for these iterations.

A somewhat different seperation of neutron balance operator

27
for two-dimensional problems has been developed by Larkin and

by Denning, et al
2^. The basis of this method, known as the

alternating direction explicit(ADE) method, is to seperate the

neutron balance operator so that the terms describing the

coupling among fluxes at different mesh points at time t + At

are based on only a two-point difference relation for one

dimension. Using the known value of the flux on the boundary,

the algorithm becomes explicit when the mesh is trabersed

sequentially. The direction of the spatial coupling is alter-

nated on successive time steps.

29
Reed and Hansen ' find that tho exponential transformation

significantly reduces the truncation error associated with

ADE algorithm.
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The method has been shown to be stable, but not undergone

extensibe numerical testing.

The alternating direction implicit(ADl) method has also

been examined for two-dimansional problems by Varga^ and by

Wight and Hansen;

In this method the neutron balance operator is separated

so that at time t + At the coupling among fluxes in a given

group at different mesh points is one dimensional, with most

recent values of the fluxes in the other dimension used to

evaluate the coupling in that direction. The direction of the

coupling alternates on successive time steps.

32Hageman and Yasinsky' have developed a variant of this
p

methed, known as ADI-B, in which the coupling term in the other

direction is replaced by a buckling evaluated from fluxes at

time t.

The ADI method is stable but has large truncation error.

Wight and Hansen55' found that the exponential trans-

formation reduced the truncation error, but the method was no

longer unconditionally stable. Experience with the method has

been limited. The purpose of this dissertation is to develop

the computer code, by using alternating direction explicit

method, which can be applied to the pressurized water

reactor (FWR)^ and CANDU-PHW reactor5 .
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Chapter 3»

Alternating-Direction Explicit Method

.̂1 The A Matrix

It is instructive to examine the A matrix in some detail.

The magnitudes of its elements vary over 6 to 8 orders of

magnitude. The decay constants \axe on the order of unity,

5 o
while velocities of order 10v to 10 multiply absorption and

leakage coefficients which may be as large as 107

37
Its eigenvalues likewise span several orders of magnitude,

from 10" sec*" to -10 sec," giving rise to a property known

as "stiffness^ " to the set of differential equations for reacti-

29

vities less than prompt critical» Thus, any attempt to repre-

sent the derivative in Eq. (2.11) by a finite difference approxi-

mation will require that relatively small time steps be taken in

order to follow the more rapidly varying components of the solut-

ion. At the same time, the interesting part of the transient

may span a large number of these time steps.

Additionally, A is a real, square irreducible matrix with

non-negative off-diagonal elements and negative diagonal elements*

In chapter 8 of Varga, this is termed an essentially positive

matrix. Vargas Theorem 8.1 states that exp(At) is positive for

all t>o. His Theorem 8.2 further states that A has a real,

- 21 -



simple eigenvalue, v , which 1B larger than the real part

of any other eigenvalue v^t and to which correaponds a

positive eigenvector, I • If any element of A increases

algebraically, W Q increases, T ^ soiution vector ̂ ( t ) in Eq.

(2.15) will always be non-negative for a non-negative initial

condition"Y(0). Thus, the desired solution'vRt) is well-

behaved and bounded, as physically it must be.

The discrete approximation to the ^

contained in A is consistent and accurate to order (42) and

, jfche mesh spacinga in the two dimensions.

Stated in another way, if © is a genuine solution to Eq.

(2.5), then

A f = M $ + 0( Ax 5) + 0( Ay 3) ( 3.1 )

It is also instructive to observe certain properties of

D as defined in Eq. (2.14 a).

Use of the finite difference technique to discretize the

spatial variables assures that (-D) is symmetric and diagonally

dominant with positive diagonal entries and nonpositive off-

diagonal entries. It is also irreducible*

A sufficient condition for(-D) to be irreducibly diagonally

dominant is that homogeneous Birichlet boundary conditions be

specified along at least one of the boundaries.

- 22 -



3.2 A General Two-Step Alternating-Direction Explicit(ADg)

Method.

To apply the general class of alternating-direction

splitting methods to Eq. (2.11), the time derivative ia replac-

ed by two successive forward differences over a time step, ÓX

( - 2h). For notational purposes, let the time Btep start

at t • 0 so thatlP^O). For the two halves of the time step,

each of duration h, split A as follows:

A - At • A 2 (3.2a)

and

A " è 3 • ±4 (3.2b)

where

A g - T + L + n^ (3.3)

The matrix D y contains the two stripes of D which lie above

the diagonal plus one-half of each term on the diagonal and

matrix B x contains the two stripes below the diagonal plus the

remainder of each diagonal term.

- 23 -



We write

(3.4)

or, equivalently,

+ A ^ ' 0 ) (5.5a)

where \&(h) is an intermediate vector computed on the first

half-Btep. The name alternating-direction explicit derives

from the diffusion term is one direction being bandied

explicitly in one half-step, and in the other direction being

handled in next half-step*

By substituting Eq. (3.[> a) into Eq. (3.5 b) we obtain

the formal expression for advancement mataix B(h):

(3.6)

- 24 -



where

I(h) - (i-h^rVl+hAjid-hAgrVl+hA^ (3.7)

Likewise, for any interval At,

Equations (3*7) and (3*8) represent an arbitrary

alternating-direction explicit method.

Although it is termed a two-step method because two

successive finite differences are taken to advance the

solution over time At, it is essential to think the two

operators which advance the solution over each half-step

h as inseperable from each other*

The solution is thus said to be advanced over one step

during time At, even though the entire space and energy

mesh has been swept twice.

The first half-step is carried out by forward substition,

sweeping from one corner of the mesh to the diagonally-

opposit corner and from the highest energy group to the

lowest. The second half-step reverses the direction of

the spatial sweep.

- 25 -



If the two-dimensional spatial mesh is swept solving for

the new fluxes point by point, the method is termed explicit.

It is termed implicit if a whole row or column of points

is solved simultaneously for new fluxes.

3. 3 Properties of Alternating-Direction Explicit Method,

It is imperative to examine the approximation to the

solution of Eq. (2.11) given by Eq. (3*6) with respect to

Beveral important numerical properties.

Property 1. Steady State Behavior

-*
For the steady state case where Aij/" - 0,

=^;vf; (3.9)

Which is the exact solution, independent of h.

Thus» operation on a 'Vf' which represents a just-criti

cal configuration by a B (h) formed from an A containing

the just-critical parameters will result in no change in

This can be shown by writing Bq. (3.7'f

B(h) « (l - hA4)"
1(I

- 26 -



Using the splitting relations defined in Eq. (5*2)»

this becomes

B(h) - (I - hA 4r
1 [I - h(A4 - k)\ (I - hA2)-

1(l-h(A2-.A)),

Since A\(?- 0,

Property 2. Temporal Truncation Error

This property is concerned with how well the advancement

matrix B(h) approximates the exact discrete solution operator,

e -. For sufficiently small values of h, the difference

between the solution computed using B(h) and that computed

UBing e - over a time step At varies approximately as a

single power of h. As Bhown below, B(h) agrees with the

expansion of e - through terms of order h .

A Taylor series expansion of the exact operator yields

^ - I + 2hA + 2h2 A2 + , * . . (3.tO)

- 27 -



Expanding B(h) likewise gives (Eq, 3*7)

iti.((i -hA2r
1

For the symmetric splitting,

B(h) - I • 2hA + 2 A 2 + 0 (h5) (3.12)

For any 'other splitting, terms of order h remain in Eq.

(3.11).
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Chapter 4

Numerical Results

Computer code has been written to calculate the method of Sec.*

3.2 in two dimensional geometry. Several trial problems have

been run with this code. The problem 1 is a simplified pressur-

ized water reactor cylindrical geometry and the problem 2 is

the Wolsung-1 Nuclear Generating Station ( CANDU-PHW ) .

CASE 1. Two-Group FUR Reactor

The test case. 1 is a simplified PWR ( Pressurized Water Reactor )

cylindrical reator depicted in Fig. 3*

The invers group speed used are 1/v^» 1x10"' and 1/V 2»5X10~

( see/cm.). One group of delayed neutrons has been considered with

& . 0.0064 and X - 0.08.

This problem has begun with the rods out of the seeds 3 region.

The initial ( critical ) flux distribution for the exact solu-

tion has been steady state solution for the material parameters

•shown in Table 1.

The transient problem has been stimulated by a step-wise scram,

at t-0, of the group of control rods in the .cross-hatched seed 3

region. This is an asymtotic shutdown reactivity of ~1.6 #.

The time step used for this problem has been 5x10"*' sec.
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Figures k through 6 display the calculation results which have

been compared with the results of TWIGL code which has been

widely applied in the United States over a number of years.

The calculation results are close agreement between TWIGL results

and ADB method for this problem.

CASE 2. Wolsung-1 Nuclear Generating Station

The case 2 is a reactivity accident analysis of Wolsung-1

(GANDU-FHW) Nuclear Generating Station.

The reactor core is nearly cylindrical, 59̂ .4cra in length

and 31^«3cm in equivalent diameter.

It is made up of 360 calandria tubes or fuel channels. The fuel

channels are arranged on a regular square lattice with center

to center spacing of 28.t>75cm. The pressure tube resides 12

fuel bundles each of which comprises 37 fuel elements. D20

coolant is pumped, through the fuel elements.

The air gap between the calandria. tube and pressure tube

serves to insulate ttim nob heavy water coolant in the pressure

tube from the cold heavy water moderator surrounding the

calandria tube. Pig. 7 shows the Initial core configuration^

which consists of two regions ; depleted inner fuel region of

124 channels and undepleted outer fuel region of 236 channels.
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The reactor core is surrounded by the heavy water reflector.

The power reactor must be installed two independent shutdown
42

systems by the United State Nuclear Regulatory Commision.

Two shutdown systems has been installed in the Wol sung-1 Nuclear

Generating Station.

The one is the shutoff rods which are 28 rods and their

reactivity worth ranges between -74 and -80 milli-k for the

configurations with which the reactor is expected to operate for

significant lengths of time. The other is poison injection

system which is designed to give a negative reactivity insertion

rate so as to be as effective as the shutoff rod system. The

negative reactivity inserted on completion of injection is

greater than -300 milli-k.

In the case 2, the reactivity transient represents a non-

uniform loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) of half core and a

subsequent asymmetric insertion of shutoff rods. The transient

is approximated by a linear increase of 0.7JÉ in the neutron yield

per fission for 0.4 see, followed by an increase in the thermal

absorption cross section of 74 milli-k in one-half of the core

during the following 1.8 sec.

Fig» 8 shows the mesh space of reactor core and the two

group cell parameters other data for the problem are given in

Table 2 and 3 4 1.
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The solution has been calculated using various time steps

with the ABE method*

The transient results for problem 2 obtained are presented

in Table 4 and Figuee 9 through 13*

The mesh spacing of X-and Y-directiona are 28.575cm for

inner and outer core regions and 32*7 cm for reflector region,

respectively.

The calculated results are indirectly compared with the results

43 44of another method ' . The relative average thermal flux in

Pig. 10 has the same pattern with the results of the improved

43 44

quasi-state method and of the modal method. The transient

results have been extreamly sensitive to the input cross section

values. There are two kind of truncation error in the nuclear

kinetics problems. The one is the error come from the finite-

difference method of space, the other is the error come from

the time step size. The accuracy depends on the number of mesh

point and time step size. The computing time also depends upon

the number of mesh point and time step size.

The relative average neutron power has been increased during

response time (0.4-sec. for Wolaung-1 problem) with 2.573 times

of steady state and decrease subsequent insertion of shutdown

system.

The average neutron power at the time 1.4 sec, after transient

initiation has been decreased O.865 times of steady state.
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Table 1

Test Case 1

Lattice Parameters

**'

* * -

Seed 1

1.367

0.01099

0.01309

0.007142

O.3825

0.1511

0.194451

Seed 2

1.404

O.OO661

O.OI582

O.OO66O2

Ö.3778

0.09493

0.147798

Seed 3
(R.I.)

1.377

0.01061

0.01309

O.OO6O46

0.3384

0.1339

O.171219

Seed 3
(R.O.)

1.377

0.006551

0.01586

O.oo6o46

0.3384

0.09039

0.171219

In
Blkt.

1.291

0.008494

0.01116

0.002677

0.4565

0.04975

O.O582O3

Out
Blkt .

1-297

0.008400

0.01114

O.OO2681

O.4572

0.04727

Ref l .

1.%£

0.001483

Ó.OO5923

0

O.7162

O.OO6549

Water

1.625

0.000365

0.03797

0

0.2750

0.01083



Table 2.

Test Case 2

Lattice Parameters

Region

1 -

13,
18,

16,

12.

14,
19,

17

15,
20

Group g

1

2

1

2

1

2

Dg (cm)

1.321

0.8837

1.274

0.94133

1.274

0.94126

2 ^ (cm"1)

1.009 x 10"2

7.788 x 10"5

8.1556 x 10*5

4.083 x 10*5

8.1556 x 10*5

4.1014 x !Cp5

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.63x10-5

0.0

4.578x10*5

1

7

7

.009 x

.3928 x

.3934 x

cm"1)

io - 2

IQ' 5

10-5

7.14 x 10 2,725 x 105 cm/sec.



Table 3

Test Case 2

Delay Neutron Data

Oroup JL.

1

2

3

4

5

6

2,95 x 10~4'

1.165 x 1O"3

1.033 x 1O~3

2.350 x 1O~3

f.80 x10" l f

1.97 x 1O~4

X ; (sec*1)

0.100612

0.1355

O.1218

0.3175

1.389

3.781
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Table 4

Test Case 2

Relative Average Thermal Flux

(The values of <$ are in relative units)

Time (sec)

0 . 0

0 .2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2 . 0

2,2

CYBER 73
CPU (sec)

1.00Q

1.914

2.573

2.588

2.158

1.802

1.265

O.865

0.677

0.604

0.559

0.524

186

\<*>*

1.000

1.991

2.577

2.498

2.094

1.806

1.319

0.922

0.724

0.635

0.578

0.535

246

has been increased during response time,

b. X<f3, has been decreased during response time
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Fig. 3 . PWR Cylindrical Geometry
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Fig. 4 . Thermal Flux at Radial Mesh Points, PWR Problem
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Fig. 5. Thermal Flux at Radial Mesh Point 10, PWR Problem.
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Fig.6. Thermal Flux at Radial Mesh Point 15,PWR Problem.
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Fig. 7 . Side View of the Wol sung - I Core.
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Fig. I I . Time-Dependent Thermal Flux at X-Mesh Point 7 ,

Wolsung - 1 . Problem .
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15

At a0.0» sec Proposed AOE Method

10 15
Y - Direction Mesh Point

20 2 5 27

Fig. 12. Time - Dependent Thermof Flux of X-Mesh Point I I ,
Wol sung - 1 Problem
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Proposed ADE Method

5 10 15
Y-Direction Mesh Point

25 27

Fig. 13. Time - Dependent Thermal Flux at X-Mesh Point 14,

Wolsung - 1 Problem .
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Chapter 5

Discussions and Conclusions

Several important characteristics are easily observed

in the numerical experimentso

The property of truncation error behavior for ADE
. . . . . . g ---------

method has been shown to be with in order h, -_---.--._._:..-.

The truncation error of spatial finite-difference solu-

2 2tion has been also shown to be of order A X and Ay •

In the two test cases, the alternating direction expli-

ioit method has been seen to give acceptably accurate solu-

tions at reasonable time step sizes and shown to be consis-

tent and stable with the reactor kinetics equations*

Because transient results have been extreamly sensitive

to input initial values, a very accurate initial flux

distribution and eigenvalue have to be used in the

calculations. The calculation results of a simplified PWR

cylindrical reactor are well agreement between numerical

method and this method'. In the oase of CANDU - PHW reactor

the results are good agreement between this method and the

improved quasi-static method and the modal method.

As the conclusion this method represents reliable

solutions to these two problems.
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It has been confiraed that the Wolsung-1 CANDU - PHW

Nuclear Generating Station h&s shutdown capability of

shutoff rods system in the ease of half-core loss-of-coolant

accident.
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